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Age of Wonders: Shadow Magic is an expansion pack for Age of Wonders II: The Wizard's Throne. A
new empire is threatening the Ancient Races with extinction and, even worse, legions of demons led
by the shadowy Phobius are trying to turn the world into a living nightmare. Added material includes

new races, more units for the existing races, additional spells for the immortal wizards, and a
sparkling new campaign. Players can create their own maps and scenarios with the campaign editor,

while the random map generator can create unique maps for every battle. Age of Wonders:
Shadows of the Forgotten Empires is an expansion pack for Age of Wonders II: The Wizard's Throne.
A new empire is threatening the Ancient Races with extinction and, even worse, legions of demons

led by the shadowy Phobius are trying to turn the world into a living nightmare. Added material
includes new races, more units for the existing races, additional spells for the immortal wizards, and

a sparkling new campaign. The fifth chapter in the HOMM series comes a few months before the
introduction of Dungeon Siege II. Wizards' Throne is a fantasy game set on an enormous geologic
rift (see the artist's conception on the right). You can find it in Steam, GOG or from Triumph's own
site. Take your pick: either be overwhelmed by the sheer amount of content packed into a neat,

playable package, or simply find the thing funny. Age of Wonders 2 - Wizards' Throne is a breath of
fresh air for fans of the genre that started it all. 5ec8ef588b
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